Crossover from Coulomb blockade to ballistic transport in InAs nanowire devices.
We report on the observation of a crossover from the single electron Coulomb blockade regime to the ballistic transport in individual InAs semiconducting nanowire devices. The InAs nanowires studied here were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE), which provides a clean system to study the intrinsic electrons transport in a quasi-one-dimensional system. Quantized conductance plateaus are observed for an InAs nanowire-based device by changing the Fermi level with a global back gate at low temperature, suggesting the ballistic transport of electrons. Further lowering the temperature, we observe the Coulomb blockade phenomenon with the formation of the quantum dot between the two normal metal contacts. By increasing the electron density, the characteristic Fabry-Pérot oscillations are observed, which further provides evidence for the ballistic nature of transport in the InAs nanowire device. Our observations indicate that high-quality InAs nanowires grown by MBE behave as clean quantum wires at low temperatures, which enables us to investigate novel phenomena in the quasi-one-dimensional system.